Assembly of envelope structure with vesicles associated with Ku-homologous protein in Xenopus egg extract in the absence of chromatin.
To study the process of nuclear envelope assembly at the end of mitosis, we developed a chromatin-free in vitro system for assembly of envelope structures in Xenopus interphase egg extract, and examined the participation of Ku-homologous protein in the assembly. The envelope structure assembled spontaneously in the absence of chromatin or DNA between glass plates under a condition that minimized generation of flow of the extract. Morphological study using an electron microscopy has revealed that the membrane surrounding the envelope structure is a double membrane that contains gaps resembling nuclear pore complex. Their assembly was dependent on ATP and was inhibited by the addition of GTP-gamma-S or N-ethylmaleimide. Depletion of a pre-nuclear vesicle by preincubating the interphase egg extracts with large excess of sperm head chromatins impaired the assembly. The membrane vesicle, which was associated with Ku-homologous protein of Xenopus, participated in the assembly as proven by reaction with monoclonal antibody made specific for Ku p70 protein. However, the assembly process of the envelope structure was inhibited only slightly by the antibody, suggesting that the Ku-homologous protein does not participate in the fusion process of vesicles to form the envelope structure.